CDCES Fact Sheet
Over 19,900 health professionals proudly hold the Certified

Diabetes Care and Education Specialist (CDCES) credential.

33%

3%

are under the age of 40
(and growing!)

■ Registered Nurses
(including advanced
practice nurses)

7%
48%

Earning the CDCES
Credential Enhances
Confidence and Credibility*

42%

■ Registered Dietitians/
Registered Dietitian
Nutritionists
■ Pharmacists
■ Physicians, PAs,
and other health
professionals

97% say certification provides personal and professional growth and accomplishment
87% believe the credential helps to increase their marketability
92% said certification enhances their confidence

Employers Value Certification*
When hiring and promoting,
employers report that they prefer to
hire or promote a CDCES

97% value their credential
95% believe the certification enhances their credibility
90% feel that the credential sets them apart from their peers

70%
73%

Over 1,200 newly certified
health professionals have
become certified each year
for the last five years

of employers say the certification is a 		
beneficial credential
of employers feel the marketplace values
certification

Earn the credential that will propel
your career in diabetes care and
education by providing recognition,
credibility and increasing your
marketability.
“Every CDCES that I have met at local and national meetings
are so excited to share their ideas; it is like one big family
who really cares about treating people with diabetes and
helping each other to do better in our careers. How can
someone not be excited to join such a group!”
- Julie Stading, PharmD, CDCES,
Creighton University, Eagle, NE

Visit: www.cbdce.org
and socialize with us on
Please note: The Certified Diabetes Care and Education Specialist (CDCES) certification was formerly known as the Certified Diabetes Educator (CDE) certification.
The organization that administers the credential has also changed its name from NCBDE to CBDCE - Certification Board for Diabetes Care and Education.
*2017 Value of Certification Survey
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